his divorce from his first wife, and concludes the letter with
expressions of amorous longings for his correspondent, the
unfortunate Anne Boleyn. Direct hints that he might be
incapable of producing children, and that therefore his
marriages, as gestures of state-craft, were futile, drove him
into outbursts of passion. When Chapuys suggested as much
about his marriage with Anne Boleyn, he turned upon him
furiously declaring, " Am I not a man ? Am I not a man like
others ? "
What is the truth ? Which is the real picture ? Mr. Charles
Laughton, the great artist of the stage and screen, to whom
this volume is dedicated, has given us a representation which
differs from both. By his genius he has created a Henry who
is an understandable man, who is neither a rather sloppy
cuckold, nor a blood-stained Bluebeard. As in the case of
the other two pictures the background is the same, but from
it emerges not only a king who was wiser than his ministers,
but a human being who, in spite of his many faults, is a
lovable, and in one sense a pathetic character. This Henry
is simply a man who longs for connubial bliss. Fate, the
glamour of his regal position, feminine vanity and weakness,
make this desire unattainable. Not even when he comes to
anchor at last with Katherine Parr is his ideal realised. The
union for which he had longed has, he finds, its drawbacks,
and the Tudor tyrant meets a domestic despot who rules him
with a rod of iron.
There is something gloriously Gargantuan which strikes
a human note of reality in Henry with his avid appetites
and deplorable table manners. There is an air of truth in the
Henry of fifty-two seeking to recall the glorious athletic feats
of his splendid youth by engaging in a wrestling match to
impress his beautiful and unfaithful fifth wife, Katherine
Howard. And when having boasted that he is the best card
player in the Kingdom, he loses all his jewels to Anne of
Cleves, his fury and outraged vanity, until he discovers that
Twelve

